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BALANCED VALUATIONS AND FLOWS IN MULTIGRAPHS

F. JAEGER

Abstract. A balanced valuation of a multigraph H is a mapping w of its

vertex-set V(H) into R such that VS C V(H) the number of edges of H

with exactly one vertex in S is greater than or equal to |E„es>v(i3)|; we

apply the theory of flows in networks to obtain known and new results on

balanced valuations such as:

A cubic multigraph has chromatic index 3 if and only if it has a balanced

valuation with values in { — 2,+ 2} (Bondy [5]).

Every planar cubic 2-edge connected multigraph has a balanced valuation

with values in {-5/3,+ 5/3}.

Every planar 5-regular 4-edge connected multigraph has a balanced

valuation with values in { -3, +3).

I. Introduction.
1. Basic definitions and notations. A multigraph H (respectively: directed

multigraph G) is a finite nonempty set V(H) (respectively V(G)) of vertices

together with a finite family E(H) (respectively A(G)) of 2-element subsets

of V(H) called edges (respectively: of ordered pairs of elements of V(G)

called arcs).

When we replace each edge e = {v,v'} (v,v G V(H)) of a multigraph H

by an arc (v,v') or (v',v) we obtain a directed multigraph G (with V(G)

= V(H)) which will be called an orientation of H.

For a directed multigraph G, for any 5 C V(G), let

U(t(S) = {a G A(G)\a = (v,v'),v G S,v' G S}.

"c(S) = ^(V(G) - S).
"c(S) = "c(S) U "g-(S).
For any vertex v of G:

The outdegree of v in G is d^(v) = \u£ ({u})|.

The indegree of v in G is d(J(v) = \uq ({v})\.

The degree of v in G is dG(v) = |wG({»})| = d(j(v) + dfj(v).

For a multigraph H, for any S C V(H), let

ccH(S) = [eGE(H)\\en S\ = 1).

For any vertex t; of H, the degree of v in H is dH(v) = |«//({u})|- Other

definitions not given here will be found in [1] and [2].

2. Flows in directed multigraphs. Let G be a directed multigraph with

\A(G)\ = m > I and A(G) = (a,, . . . , am}. A flow in G with values <f>.

(/' = 1, . . . , m) is a vector cp = (</>,, . . . , <f>m) g Zm such that

vsgv(g)      2   </•,-    2   *,= o.
a,eag(S) o,euf(S)
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The flows in G form a submodule of Zm. For every p and q in Z let

[p,q] = {z E Z\p < z < q). Let bx, . . . , bm, cx, . . . , cm be elements of Z

with bj < Cj V; G [1,/w]. Then we have [1]

Feasible Flow Theorem. There is a flow <b = (<£,, . . . , <j>m) in G with

<f>j E [bj,Cj] V/ G [l,m] if and only if

VS C V(G) 2     q-      2     */> o.
a(6«*(5) a,euJ(S)

3. F/W.y and face colorings for planar multigraphs.

Proposition 1. A planar directed multigraph G is face colorable with k colors

(A: > 2) //arte? only if there is a flow in G with values in

[-k + 1,-1] u[U - i].

Remark. The two preceding equivalent properties imply that G has no

acyclic arc (bridge).

Sketch of a proof. Through duality for planar multigraphs, flows become

tensions or potential differences. Proposition 1 is a consequence of the

following result: a multigraph G is /c-colorable (£ > 2) if and only if there is a

potential difference in G with values in[-A:+l,-l]u[l,A:-l], this result

is essentially Minty's Theorem on colorings of multigraphs [3] interpreted

with the help of the "Feasible Potential Difference Theorem".

An easy and well-known consequence of Proposition 1 is that a planar

multigraph is face colorable with 2 colors if and only if it is eulerian.

We are then led to the following

Definition. Let H be a multigraph. A [p,q]-orientation of H is an orienta-

tion G of H such that there is a flow in G with values in [p,q]; if such an

orientation G exists, H will be said to be [p,q]-orientable.

Proposition 1 now becomes

Proposition 2. A planar multigraph H is face colorable with k colors

ik > 2) if and only if it is [1,/c — I]-orientable.

This is our motivation for the study of the [p,^r]-orientability property for

general multigraphs; as we shall see in the next section, this property is of

interest even in the nonplanar case.

II. [l,3]-orientability of cubic multigraphs and their chromatic index.

Theorem 1. Let H be a cubic multigraph. H is [1,3]-orientable if and only if

it has chromatic index 3.

Proof. Suppose first that the edges of H are colored with 3 colors a, B and

y. Let G be any orientation of H, with every arc colored as the corresponding

edge of H. It is easy to construct two flows </>' and <j>" in G such that

arcs colored with a or B have flow values +1 or - 1 in <?>', arcs colored y

have flow values 0 in <b'.

arcs colored with a or y have flow values + 1 or - 1 in <j>", arcs colored B

have flow values 0 in <r>".

Then <p' + 2<p" is a flow in G with values in [-3,-1] u [1,3]; hence H is

[l,3]-orientable.
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Conversely let G be an [l,3]-orientation of H and <f> a flow in G with values

in [1,3]. The value of an edge of H will be defined as the value of cb in the

corresponding arc of G. It will be easily seen that, due to the conservation of

flow at each vertex, the edges of H with value 2 form a perfect matching of

H.
Hence the edges of H with values 1 or 3 form a 2-factor F of H; the

orientation G of H defines an orientation K of F. It will be easily checked

that if we reverse each arc of K corresponding to an edge of value 3 we obtain

an orientation K' of F such that:

Vt; G V(H) = V(K') \d+(v) - dr(v)\ = 2.

Hence F is bipartite and H has chromatic index 3. This completes the proof

of Theorem 1.

Remark. According to Proposition 2, Theorem 1 is a generalization of the

following result of Heawood [4]: A cubic planar 2-edge connected multigraph

is face colorable with four colors if and only if it has chromatic index 3.

III. Balanced valuations of a multigraph.

1. Definitions. Let H be a multigraph. A balanced valuation of H is a

mapping w of V(H) into R such that VS C V(H) \2veSw(v)\ <\uH(S)\.

Bondy [5] has shown that a cubic graph H has chromatic index 3 if and only

if there is a balanced valuation of H with values in (-2,+ 2). We shall see

that this result is a consequence of Theorem 1.

2. Realization of a sequence of outdegrees by an orientation of a multigraph.

Proposition 3. Let H be a multigraph with V(H) = [vx, . . . , vn}. Let

kx, . . . , kn be nonnegative integers. There is an orientation G of H such that

d/f(Vj) = kj V/ G [l,n] if and only if the valuation w of H defined by

V/e[l,n]    w(Vj) = 2kj-dH(Vj)

is balanced.

Proof, w is balanced if and only if

VS C V(H)    -\aH(S)\ < 2 £  k,-   2 dH(v,) <\o>„(S)\.
v, 6 S v, e 5

For every 5 C V(H) let Hs be the submultigraph of H induced by S; then

2  dH(v,) = 2\E(Hs)\+\o>„(S)\.
v,es

Hence w is balanced if and only if

VS C V(H)    \E(HS)\ < 2 kj<\E(Hs)\ + \uH(S)\.
v,es

It will be easily checked that this condition is equivalent to the following

( (i)   VSC V(H)Hv^skj>\E(Hs)\,
U")    2<6[1>n]fc,.=|ii(Zf)|.

Hakimi [6] has shown that conditions (i) and (ii) are necessary and sufficient

for H to have an orientation G with d/f(v/) = kj V/' G [1,/j]. This completes

the proof.
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3. Nonnull flows and balanced valuations of a multigraph.

Theorem 2.   A multigraph H is [p,q]-orientable (0 < p < q) if and only if

there is a balanced valuation w of H such that

VvEV(H)    3kvEZ,    kv = dHiv)imod2):wiv) = iq+P)kv/(q-p).

Proof. Let G be an orientation of H. According to the Feasible Flow

Theorem G is a [p,^-orientation of H if and only if

UltOftmi > plwc (S)|,
VS C V(G)\ '        '  °y     '"     l    ;UK(5)| >p\^iS)\.

(The second condition is the first condition where 5 is replaced by F(G) —

5*.) This is equivalent to

V5c KfGJ(^ + ̂ (K"(5)|-K+(^)|)<(<7-F)(K"(5)|+K+(5)|),
-     l    )\iq+p)(\^(S)\-\^G(S)\)<(q-P)(\U(t(S)\+\UaiS)\),

or

|^IK+(5)|-K-(5)||<|WG(S)|=|Wtf(S)|    V5C ViG).

But

VS C V{G)    |<oG+(S)| -\»a(S)\ = 2 d* iv) - 2 dc~ iv)
l)F.? I)ES

=   S   W («) " «*„ («))■

Hence G is a [p,cj]-orientation of // if and only if the valuation w of H

defined by

Vt; G V(H)    wiv) = ^-p i2dc+ iv) - dH (o))

is balanced. The result now follows from Proposition 3 and from the fact that

(q + p)/(q ~ P) > I-
Remark. The values of any balanced valuation w of a multigraph H are

restricted by the condition: Vu G F(//) |w(u)| < dHiv).

IV. Applications.

1. Cubic multigraphs.

Proposition 4. A cubic multigraph H is [p,q]-orientable (0 < p < q) if and

only if there is a balanced valuation of H with values in

{-(1+ P)l ii ~ P\ (</ + P)l (1 ~ P)}-
Proof. If w(v) = (q + p)kv/(q - p) with |w(t>)| < 3 and kv = 3 (mod 2),

then |A:0| = 1; the result now follows from Theorem 2.

Proposition 5 (Bondy [5]). A cubic multigraph has chromatic index 3 if and

only  if it  has  a  balanced valuation   with  values  in   { — 2,+ 2}.

This is a consequence of Theorem 1 and Proposition 4.
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Proposition 6. Let w be a balanced valuation of a cubic multigraph H with

values in {-(q + p)/(q - p), (q + p)/(q - p)}; let

W+ = {v G V(H)\w(v) > 0}

and W~ = V(H) - W + . Then \W + \ = \W~\; moreover Hw, and Hw- are

forests, each component of which having at most [q/p] — 1 vertices ([q/p] is the

integer part of q/p).

We omit the easy proof.

Proposition 7. A cubic multigraph is [1,2]-orientable if and only if it is

bipartite.

Proof. According to Proposition 6, forp = 1 and q = 2, (W+,W~ ) form

a coloring of H. Conversely, every bicoloring is of this type.

Remark. Proposition 7 is a generalization of the well-known result [2] that

a planar cubic multigraph is face colorable with 3 colors if and only if it is

bipartite.

Proposition 8. Every planar cubic 2-edge connected multigraph has a

balanced valuation with values in {—5/3,5/3}.

This is exactly the Five Color Theorem for planar multigraphs, formulated

with the help of Propositions 2 and 4.

Proposition 9. The vertices of every planar cubic 2-edge connected multi-

graph can be colored with 2 colors in such a way that

The two colors form two sets of vertices of the same cardinality.

There is no monochromatic elementary cycle and no monochromatic tree on 4

vertices.

This is a direct consequence of Propositions 8 and 6.

2. Other applications. Any result or problem about colorings of planar

graphs could be stated in a "balanced valuation" formulation. For instance:

Four Color Problem. Does every 2-edge connected planar multigraph H

have a balanced valuation w with w(v) = 2dH(v) (mod 4) Vu G V(H)1

Remark. The Four Color Problem can be restricted to cubic multigraphs,

or to 5-regular multigraphs; in both cases the corresponding balanced valua-

tions have values in (—2,+ 2}.

Proposition 10. A planar 2-edge connected multigraph H is face colorable

with 3 colors if and only if it has a balanced valuation w with w(v) = 3dH(v)

(mod 6) Vu G V(H).

Remarks. From a theorem of Grotzsch [7] this is true for 4-edge connected

planar multigraphs.

For 5-regular or 7-regular multigraphs the corresponding balanced valua-

tions have values in { — 3,+ 3}.

Propositions 10 and 3 allow us to write:

Proposition 11. A planar 2-edge connected multigraph H is face colorable

with 3 colors if and only if there is an orientation G of H such that:

Vu G V(G)    d(t (v) - d(J (v) = 0 (mod 3).
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It can be seen that Heawood's result [4] relating vertex assignments modulo

3 and edge colorations with 3 colors in a planar cubic multigraph H is a

consequence of Proposition 11 applied to the "radial graph" of //.

3. Further problems. So far we have been concerned only with [p,q]-

orientability for p = 1. An infinite class of problems arises when we consider

other values of p. For instance:

Conjecture. Every planar 2-edge connected multigraph is [2,7]-orientable.

This would be better than the Five Color Theorem but weaker than the Four

Color Theorem.

Notes added in proof (September 1975). (1) It can be proved, using a

result of Tutte (Theorem 5.44 in [8]), that a multigraph H is [1, k - 1]-

orientable (/c > 2) if and only if every orientation G of H has a colour-cycle

(nowhere-zero flow) over Zk (the cyclic group of order k); see [9] and [10].

Hence [1, k — l]-orientability can be studied using Tutte's theory of

dichromatic polynomials [9].

(2) Theorem 1 has been proved by Minty in [11]; an elementary proof

appears in [10].

(3) Tutte has conjectured that:

every 2-edge-connected multigraph is [1, 4]-orientable (see [9]);

every 4-edge-connected multigraph is [1, 2]-orientable.

It is proved in [10] that:

every 2-edge-connected multigraph is [1, 7]-orientable;

every 4-edge-connected multigraph is [1, 3]-orientable.
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